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• Start with SHA
• Funnel content into extant batch upload process
• Must be complete by end CY20
Metadata Sources
Name Unique info? Format
Content Inventory ✅ csv
Batch Revision Report ✅ csv
Administrator Report ✅ csv
API output ✅ json
S3 backup ✅ xml
Usage Report ✅ utf-16 text file
OAI output ❌ xml
Content Analysis
• Remove stamped pdfs & 
metadata files
• Remove duplicate content
• By title
• By filename
• By checksum of file
• Reconcile files from S3 
against Bepress reports
• Correct illegal filenames
Metadata improvement (before remediation)
Metadata improvement (after remediation)
[And then the cleaned up version]
Metadata improvement (DOIs)
• Problem: many version 
citations in the ”Comments” 
field had links to article 
versions or publisher 
websites in the html
• No good way to pull these 
links out in a formulaic way
• Solution: Use the citations 
to pull DOIs directly from 
CrossRef
Into eCommons!
• Items packaged and 
uploaded to eCommons
• Crosslisting added post-
ingest
• Referenced Bepress URIs 
replaced post-ingest
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